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STEEL WASTE/CUTTING PROCESS OF STEEL/MATERIAL WASTE
Waste of reinforcing steel bars is one of the problems in construction project
management. The main cause of the loss occurs at the cutting process as trim loss.
This research aims to survey and search for the algorithms of this cutting process. The
research methods included questionnaire and interview sessions with thirty engineers
and thirty steel workers. The result is that there are nine common sub-steps used in the
algorithms. The cutting-pattern algorithms used can be categorized into seven groups.
The efficient algorithm firstly pairs the items which have round number lengths with
the shortest items. Then, it pairs the relatively long items together to be cut with the
steel bars. Finally, the algorithm pairs the remaining which are the relatively short
items together until the job is completed. This finding can be used for to improve the
steel rebar cutting process, to reduce the trim loss of engineers and steel workers and
also reduce the cost of the overall construction project.
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